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Abstract— We present an algorithm for Evolutionary Clustering with Self Adaptive Genetic Operators (ECSAGO). This
algorithm is based on the Unsupervised Niche Clustering (UNC)
and Hybrid Adaptive Evolutionary (HAEA) algorithms. The
UNC is a genetic clustering algorithm that is robust to noise and
is able to determine the number of clusters automatically. HAEA
is a parameter adaptation technique that automatically learns the
rates of its genetic operators at the same time that the individuals
are evolved in an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). ECSAGO uses
an EA with real encoding, real genetic operators, and adapts the
genetic operator rates as it is evolving the cluster prototypes. This
will have the advantage of reducing the number of parameters
required by UNC (thus avoiding the problem of fixing the genetic
operator parameter values), and solving problems where real
representation is required or prefered for the solutions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Clustering [9], [10] is a descriptive learning technique of
data mining and exploratory data analysis that aims at classifying unlabeled data points into different groups or clusters
according to some similarity concept, such that members of
the same group are as similar as possible, while members of
different groups are as dissimilar as possible.
Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been used for solving clustering problems, giving rise to genetic clustering or evolutionary clustering algorithms; however, most earlier genetic
clustering approaches were poor in their encoding scheme
(leading to an explosion of the search space size as the data
set gets larger), were sensitive to noise, and assumed a known
number of clusters [21], [3], [1], [2].
One of the first efficient encodings for the clustering problem was proposed by Fogel and Simpson [5]. This approach
influenced most subsequent evolutionary clustering methods
although they still inherited some of the earlier problems.
Nasraoui and Krishnapuram proposed an approach to robust
genetic clustering based on LMedS [17]. This technique still
assumed that the number of clusters was known in advance,
and that the noise contamination rate was 50%. Also, the
size of the search space exploded exponentionally with the
number of clusters. Lee and Antonsson presented an unsupervised approach, where a known number of clusters is not
required, in [12]. However the encoding scheme suffers from
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an exponential increase in the complexity of search with the
number of clusters, and is also not robust to noise and outliers.
The optimization of the robust K-Medoid criterion [22] in [4]
using a hybrid GA approach was more robust to noise, but it
assumed a known number of clusters. It also does not have
any provision for clusters of different sizes, since it has no
notion of scale, and the size of the search space explodes
exponentionally with the number of clusters.
Recently, an approach to unsupervised robust clustering
based on genetic niching optimization was proposed by Nasraoui and Krishnapuram [18]. This approach, called the Unsupervised Niche Clustering algorithm (UNC), is less sensitive
to the presence of noise because it uses robust weights in
its cluster fitness definition. Furthermore, the combination of
the single-cluster chromosome encoding with niching offers a
simple and efficient approach to automatically determine the
optimal number of clusters. UNC has shown good performance
in clustering tasks, e.g., detecting the number of clusters in
noisy 2-D data sets, segmenting real color images into different
regions [18], [20], and detecting anomalies and intrusions [14],
[13]. However, setting the rates of the genetic operators can be
difficult depending on the characteristics of the data set [13].
Also, its binary encoding may reduce its efficiency in solving
problems requiring other types of encoding.
In this paper, a new self adaptive genetic clustering algorithm based on the UNC algorithm and the Hybrid Adaptive
Evolutionary Algorithm (HAEA) proposed by Gomez in [8]
is proposed. The new algorithm is able to adapt the genetic
operator rates automatically at the same time it is evolving the
clusters prototypes. It has the advantage of reducing the set of
parameters required by UNC, specifically, the genetic operator
rates. As mentioned before, setting these parameters can be a
hard and time consuming task, and depends on the characteristics of the data set. Additionally, the proposed algorithm
allows us to use different encodings such as real encoding.
Therefore, specialized genetic operators can be applied for
taking advantage of such representations. For example, when
performing an Euclidean clustering task (the most general
clustering case), real encoding and real genetic operators can
take advantage of the Euclidean space structure. In summary,
the new algorithm improves the process of the UNC by
reducing the expensive task of fixing the genetic operator rates
while using appropiated genetic operators (according to the
encoding).
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give
a brief description of the UNC algorithm. In section 3, we
describe the HAEA algorithm. In section 4, we present the
new Self Adaptive Genetic Clustering algorithm. In section
5, we present our experimental results on synthetic data and
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an application to anomaly detection. Finally, we present our
conclusions in section 6.
II. U NSUPERVISED N ICHE C LUSTERING
Unsupervised Niche Clustering (UNC) is an approach to
clustering using Genetic Niching that is robust to noise and
is able to determine the number of clusters automatically
[18], [20], [19]. The UNC locates and maintains dense areas
(clusters) in the solution space using an evolutionary algorithm
and a niching technique [6], [15]. UNC is inspired by the
fact that there seems to be a symbiosis between the way
niches evolve in nature and the way data is partitioned into
optimal clusters. As in nature, niches in the clustering context
correspond to different subspaces of the environment (clusters)
that can support different types of life (data samples). A
niching technique allows the evolutionary algorithm to create
and maintain niches, i.e., groups of individuals that optimize
different peaks of the fitness landscape [15]. These niches
define the candidate clusters in the UNC algorithm.
Each individual of the population represents a candidate
cluster (center and scale). While the center of the cluster is
evolved using the EA, its scale or size is updated using an
iterative hill-climbing procedure. The updated scale is used
to compute the cluster’s fitness, hence, introducing a Baldwin
effect into the evolutionary process. To preserve individuals
in the niches already detected, a restriction in the mating is
imposed: only individuals that belong to the same niche are
allowed to mate in order to produce offspring.
The UNC’s general model is composed of three main components: the evolutionary process, the extraction of the final
prototypes from the final population, and the optional process
of refinement of the extracted prototypes. The evolutionary
process generates the population that represent candidate clusters, the extraction process selects only the better candidates
as optimal clusters, and the final refinement (optional process)
quickly improves the center and size of these final clusters applying a local optimization process (en each cluster detected)
[20]. The Maximal Density Estimator (MDE) [16], a robust
estimator process, is used by UNC in this final refinement
process.
In the Unsupervised Niche Clustering algorithm (UNC),
selecting the genetic operators and their rates depends on the
application, as noted in [18], [14]. Therefore, we propose to
use an evolutionary algorithm that adapts these rates as it is
evolving the cluster prototypes. This will have the advantage
of reducing the number of parameters required for UNC.
III. H YBRID A DAPTIVE E VOLUTIONARY A LGORITHM
The Hybrid Adaptive Evolutionary Algorithm (HAEA) is a
parameter adaptation technique for Evolutionary Algorithms
(EA) that has shown good results for solving multimodal
problems in one dimension [8], [7]. At the same time that
the individual is evolved, the rates of its genetic operators
are updated, and a different operator can be applied in each
iteration of the EA. HAEA can be exploited within UNC in
order to reduce the problem of fixing the genetic operator
parameter values.

In HAEA, each individual is evolved independently of the
other individuals in the population. In each generation, one
genetic operator (such as crossover or mutation) is selected
for each individual according to dynamically learned operator
rates that are encoded into the individual. If the selected operator requires another individual for mating, then this second
individual is selected from the population with replacement,
i.e, the second individual can be a mate more than once.
The offspring is compared against the first parent according
to the fitness value. If the fitness of the offspring is better
than the parent, it will replace the parent and the operator rate
is rewarded for improving the individual. On the other hand,
if the individual does not improve, then the operator rate is
penalized.
IV. S ELF A DAPTIVE G ENETIC C LUSTERING M ODEL
The new model based on UNC and HAEA, called Evolutionary Clustering with Self Adaptive Genetic Operators
(ECSAGO), differs from UNC in the evolutionary process:
The encoding, genetic operators, niching technique, selection
mechanism, mating restriction and adaptation of the rates of
the genetic operators are different. ECSAGO maintains from
UNC the fitness function, automatic hybrid scale updating
procedure, final cluster prototype extraction process, and final
local refinement process. Figure 1, shows the model of the
new Self Adaptive Genetic Clustering algorithm. Note that in
the fitness extraction step, individuals from different niches,
and with fitness exceeding a minimum threshold fext (given
as a fraction of the maximum population fitness) are extracted
from the population.
A. Encoding
While UNC uses a binary encoding, ECSAGO uses a real
one. Using real encoding allows the definition of genetic operators that preserve information about the discovered niches.
In the UNC algorithm, the mating restriction concept is
introduced in order to generate the offspring in the same
cluster as the parents. However, the notion of cluster is defined
at the phenotype level (real), while the genetic operators
are defined at the genotype level (binary). Therefore, two
individuals that belong to the same niche can produce an
offspring that does not belong to the same niche. Using
real encoding at the genotype level of the genetic operators
and defining appropriate genetic operators can deal with this
problem.
B. Selection and Replacement Mechanism in Deterministic
Crowding
In order to exploit HAEA within UNC, some modifications
were introduced to the selection and replacement mechanism
of the Deterministic Crowding niching technique (DC) [15].
In UNC, parents are selected in couples without replacement
and are replaced by the closest child when the latter’s fitness is
higher, following the Deterministic Crowding approach. Also,
the crossover and mutation operators are applied according to
some probability. In the new model, one parent is selected
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without replacement, and the selection of a second parent is
allowed if the operator requires two parents. The closest child
to the first parent is considered for replacing this parent. The
parent is replaced if the fitness of the child exceeds the first
parent’s fitness. Moreover, only one operator is applied per
iteration on each individual using the learning rates that are
continuously learned by HAEA.
C. Mating Restriction
The mating restriction is one of the important components
of the UNC algorithm. It was imposed in order to alleviate
the problem of crossover interaction, thus maintaining diversity. However, in the new Self Adaptive Genetic Clustering
algorithm, the mating restriction component is eliminated.
Because, ECSAGO uses a real representation, it is possible to
define genetic operators that can maintain niches without using
a mating restriction condition. While real genetic operators try
to perform a local search (in the niche), the DC will maintain
an individual that represents a niche in the population. Besides,
HAEA will apply the appropriate genetic operator (according
to the operator’s rate). Therefore, if a local genetic operator
is not performing well, HAEA wil adapt by applying another
operator to allow exploration and localization of new niches.

generate valid offspring that inherit characteristics from their
parents, the genetic operators have to be designed according
to the representation of the individuals. Four genetic operators were selected to take advantage of the real encoding.
Two crossover operators (Linear Crossover (LC) and Linear
Crossover per Dimension (LCD)), and two mutation operators
(Gaussian and Uniform mutation). In this paper we focus on
LCD and Gaussian mutation because they represent the more
powerful operators, and they tend to perform better in our
experiments.
1) Linear Crossover per Dimension: The Linear Crossover
per Dimension (LCD) performs a convex linear combination
of the genomes of two parents. The linear operation consists
of randomly selecting a value between 0 and 1, called α,
and multiplying the first genome by this value, and the
second genome by 1 − α. Then, the sum per each gene
(component) of the results of the multiplications is used to
generate a new genome. For generating a second genome, the
process is repeated, but the second genome is multiplied by
α, and the first one by 1 − α. This operator uses different
randomly generated coefficients α, in each gene (dimension),
thus producing offspring that can span the entire convex hull
defined by the parents. Note that if the parents belong to the
same convex cluster, then the generated offspring will belong
to the same cluster, and moreover, if the offspring has better
fitness than its parents, then it will represent such a cluster
better.
2) Gaussian Mutation: The Gaussian mutation adds to one
component of the individual a random number that follows
a Gaussian distribution N (0, σm ). Therefore, the individual
generated by this operator belongs to the same cluster as its
parent, and it is not necessary to impose a mating restriction
for this operator. This mutation allows a local search in an
area of radius σm .
3) Using the locally estimated measure of scale or dispersion of an individual (σi ) as parameter for Gaussian
mutation: The estimated measure of scale or dispersion of
an individual (σi ) that is used to calculate the fitness function
of an individual, also represents the radius of the niche. Hence,
it can be used to automatically update the Gaussian mutation
parameter σm .
E. Fitness Function
The fitness value, fi , for the ith candidate center location
ci , is defined as in the UNC (the density of a hypothetical
cluster at that location):
N
fi =

j=1 wij
σi2

(1)

,

where σi2 is the scale measure (or dispersion) of the candidate center. This scale is updated for each individual, after
each generation of the GA:

D. Genetic Operators

N

Genetic operators allow the passing of genetic information
between generations of the population. Therefore, in order to
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σi2

=

j=1

N

wij d2ij

j=1

wij

.

(2)

 2 
d
wij = exp − 2σij2 is a robust weight that measures how
i
typical data point xj is in the ith cluster (wij is computed
using the value of σi2 calculated in the previous generation),
d2ij is the distance from data point xj to cluster center ci , and
N is the number of data points. To further reduce the effect
of outliers, the weights wij are binarized, i.e., mapped to 1
if their value exceeds a minimum weight threshold (typically
0.3), or zero otherwise.

TABLE I
S IZES ( NUMBER OF DATA POINTS ) OF THE DIFFERENT 2D DATA SETS
No. of clusters
2
5
10
15

clean
950
1680
3200
4230

10% noise
1055
1866
3555
4700

20% noise
1187
2100
4000
5287

V. E XPERIMENTATION
In order to evaluate the performance of ECSAGO, experiments on different synthetic data sets, and applications
to anomaly detection were performed. The analysis of the
evolutionary process were concentrated on the convergence
of the population, and the performance reached by ECSAGO
using real genetic operators with adaptation of the operator
rates. Our analysis of the extraction process was based on
the effect of real representation in detecting all the clusters
(number of detected and extracted clusters).
A. Test-Bed
•

(a) t4.8 Data set
Fig. 3.

Gaussian clusters: A collection of 12 two-dimensional
synthetic data sets is used for testing purposes. Each one
of these data sets contains between 2 and 15 Gaussian
clusters of different sizes and densities. Then, different
levels of noise (0%, 10% and 20%) were injected in each
data set. Figure 2 shows the data sets with their names
underneath each plot (-2 indicates 20% of level of noise),
and table I reports their size.

(b) t7.10k Data set

Chameleon Data Sets

B. Experimental Setting
For experiments using synthetic data sets, the parameters
(those that are not related to the genetic operators) of the
ECSAGO algorithm were fixed to the values shown in table
II, since these values have shown good results when used by
UNC [13].
TABLE II
F IXED ECSAGO PARAMETERS FOR S YNTHETIC D ATA

Generations
Population size
Refinement: MDE iterations
(a) 2-2

50
100
10

Weight threshold
Extraction: Fitness threshold
fext (% of max. fitness)

0.3
25

(b) 5-2

C. Analysis of Results

(c) 10-2
Fig. 2.
•

(d) 15-2

Synthetic 2-D data sets. 2, 5, 10 and 15 clusters with 20% of noise

Chameleon Data: We also experiment with two data sets
provided with the CLUTO toolkit [11], shown in Figure
3.

1) Learning Operator Probabilities: Figure 4 shows the
adaptation of the rates of the Gaussian mutation and LCD
crossover operators. The parameter σm of the Gaussian mutation was fixed to 0.03. The shown results represent the average
of 20 runs. The results show that mutation is more efficient
than crossover, i.e., the probability values of mutation are
higher than those of crossover. Gaussian mutation is working
as a local search operator: it looks for a new and improved
individuals located close to the original one. Notice that
crossover is not helping to find better solutions in the initial
stages of the evolutionary process, while it takes a more active
role in the later stages of evolution (beyond 10 generations).
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Comparison between using fixed σm vs. using estimated niche
scales for Gaussian mutation operator on 10-1 data set: First column using
fixed σm = 0.1, second column using estimated scale σm =σi

2) Using σi as parameter for Gaussian mutation: Figures
5 and 6 show the evolution of the operator rates, the final
population, and the extracted prototypes for the 10-1 and 15-1
data sets when ECSAGO is using LCD and Gaussian mutation
σm with a fixed σm = 0.1, versus using UNC’s hybrid
locally estimated measure of cluster scale σi . According to
these figures, the mutation variance results obtained using
UNC’s automatically estimated scale and those obtained with
an assumed fixed σm are very similar. The advantage of UNC’s

automatically estimated scale is that it avoids assuming a fixed
parameter for Gaussian mutation (instead, this parameter is
adapted dynamically). The final population converged to the
correct clusters in both cases, and all the clusters were detected
after the extraction process (for the 2-1 and 5-1 data sets the
behavior of the results was very similar to those results).
3) Evolution: Figure 7 shows the evolution (initial, generation 30, and final population), and extracted prototypes for
the median run (on 10 runs), using the 10-1 data set. Notice
how the population converges to the centers of the clusters,
and all the 10 clusters are detected in the extraction process.
Table III lists the success rate over the 10 runs for clean
and 10% noise data sets using Gaussian Mutation, LCD and
fext = 25% (of the maximum fitness). The success rate is
calculated using equation 3.
#of times a correct cluster was detected
(#of runs) ∗ (#of clusters)
(3)
Figure 8 shows the number of extracted prototypes per
cluster over the 10 runs for the data sets when the success
rate is not 100%. ECSAGO is able to detect the clusters in
the majority of the runs; in a few exceptions, clusters were
success rate =
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(a) Initial population
Fig. 7.

(b) Generation 30

(c) Final Population

(d) Extracted prototypes

Evolution of the median run of 10 runs and extracted prototypes of the 10-1 data set
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Fig. 8. Counting extracted prototypes per cluster over 10 runs with fext = 25% proportional to the maximum fitness, using Gaussian Mutation and LCD
(The number over the clusters indicates the times the cluster were detected or success rate)

not detected, because of their small size and or low density
compared to other clusters.
TABLE III
S UCCESS RATE IN DETECTING CORRECT CLUSTERS
Data set
2-0
5-0
10-0
15-0
2-1
5-1
10-1
15-1

Success rate (%)
100
100
97
96
100
100
98
94

(a) Extracted prototypes
Fig. 9.

Figures 9 and 10 show the results of a typical run of ECSAGO using the Chameleon data sets. These figures show the
extracted prototypes, the refined prototypes, and the estimated
scale for each extracted and refined prototype. All the extracted
prototypes belong to some cluster; however due to the arbitrary
shape of some clusters, they are represented by more that one
prototype. As shown in figure 9 (b) and 10(b), the radii of
the prototypes try to cover the areas of the clusters, and after
the refinement process, the centers and radii become more
accurate. The Gaussian mutation parameter σm was set to the
dynamically estimated measure of scale or dispersion of an
individual σi .
The simulations show that the proposed algorithm, ECSAGO, is still able to detect the clusters without knowing the
number of clusters in advance, and is still robust to noise.

Results for Data set t4.8k Chameleon

(a) Extracted prototypes
Fig. 10.
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(b) Refined prototypes

(b) Refined prototypes

Results for Data set t7.10k Chameleon

TABLE IV
R EAL MEDICAL DATA SETS
Data Set
Breast cancer
Pima

Size
699
768

Normal
458
500

Abnormal
241
268

TABLE VI
DR AND FA OF ECSAGO AND UNC IN MACHINE LEARNING DATA SETS
WHEN ACCURACY IS HIGHEST

Dimensions
9
8
Breast-cancer

TABLE V
F IXED PARAMETERS FOR UNC AND ECSAGO (* REQUIRED FOR UNC)
Pima
Generations
Fitness crossover*
Refinement: MDE iterations

30
0.6
5

Weight threshold
Extraction: Fitness threshold
(% of max. fitness)

0.3

UNC
UNC+MDE
ECSAGO
ECSAGO+MDE
UNC
UNC+MDE
ECSAGO
ECSAGO+MDE

DR %
95.24
97.96
88.92
95.68
63.06
56.45
51.8
73.9

FA %
7.64
8.08
3.71
3.71
29.4
17.8
22.6
32.4

Accuracy %
95.87
96.99
93.74
96.08
67.96
73.21
68.47
69.81

25

VI. A PPLICATION T O M EDICAL A NOMALY D ETECTION
We use medical detection data sets for testing the accuracy
of the approach in detecting anomalies and compare against
the UNC algorithm.
There are two elements that define the accuracy of an
anomaly detection approach: The detection rate (DR) which
is the percentage of abnormal samples correctly classified
(considered abnormal) and the false alarm rate (FA) which
is the percentage of the normal samples incorrectly classified
(considered abnormal).
A. Medical Anomaly Detection Data Sets
We use the Wisconsin Breast Cancer and Indian Diabetes
(Pima) data sets to determine the performance of our approach,
see Table IV.
B. Experimental Settings
For the experiments presented in this section, the genetic
operators used by ECSAGO are: Gaussian Mutation using the
dynamically updated scale factor σ, and Linear Crossover per
Dimension (LCD). The genetic operators used by UNC are
the simple point crossover and the bit mutation, and their
rates are fixed to 1.0 and 0.001 respectively. These values
were determined by Leon to be the best based on factorial
experimental design [13].
ECSAGO was run with the general parameters shown in
Table V, population size = 80, χ29,.999 = 27.87 for Wisconsin
data set, χ28,.999 = 26.12 for Pima data set, with and without
MDE refinement. A 10-folding cross validation was applied,
and the accuracy of the trained classifier was calculated over
the average of these 10 tests.
C. Results
The accuracy reached by ECSAGO and UNC on the real
medical data sets are shown in Table VI. As shown, the
performance reached by the ECSAGO algorithm is similar
to that reached by the UNC algorithm. However, ECSAGO
has the advantage of not requiring the setting of the genetic
operator rates. clearly, ECSAGO is able to automatically adapt
the genetic operator rates (mutation and crossover) while the
clustering prototypes are evolving, thus avoiding the tedious
work of setting these values depending on the characteristics of

the data set. Also, our results show that real operators such as
LCD and Gaussian mutation using the dynamically estimated
scale factor, work well for Euclidean data sets.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a new algorithm for Evolutionary Clustering
with Self Adaptive Genetic Operators (ECSAGO) based on the
Unsupervised Niche Clustering algorithm (UNC) and Hybrid
Adaptive Evolutionary Algorithm (HAEA) was proposed. ECSAGO can still detect the clusters without knowing the number
of clusters in advance, and it is robust to noise like the original
UNC algorithm. Moreover, ECSAGO uses real encoding, and
is able to automatically adapt the genetic operators rates, thus
avoiding a possibly tedious trial and error process to fix these
parameters.
Using real encoding allows us to define special genetic
operators to solve clustering problems easier than using binary
representation when the data set is in a Euclidean space. Moreover, the real genetic operators allow us to get rid of the mating
restriction. Using the Hybrid Adaptive Evolutionary Algorithm
brings two advantages: (i) eliminating two parameters needed
by the GA: the crossover and mutation probabilities, and (ii)
determining which genetic operator works better for solving
the clustering problem while the evolution process is carried
on.
According to our simulations, the mutation operator seemed
to work better than crossover in the early stages of evolution.
The Gaussian mutation works very well in finding solutions in
each cluster. Also, our simulations showed that UNC’s dynamically estimated cluster scale (σi ) can be used to automatically
update the Gaussian mutation parameter σm . This eliminates
having to know an additional parameter (σm ) .
It is possible to define additional or more specialized genetic
operators that take advantage of the real representation, and the
properties of the evolved individuals, in order to solve more
complex problems (high dimensionality). Our future work will
concentrate on developing such operators.
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